Relaxing with a good book is a great way to enjoy the lazy, hazy days of summer. So before summer vacation officially begins, I wanted to leave you with a list of suggested reading material to include in your suitcase or bring to the cottage, which were recommended by some senior leaders from across the BMO Financial Group. There are some strong choices below that I hope make great companions to your summer plans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommended By</th>
<th>Book Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Bruce Ferman  Senior Vice President and Managing Director BMO Nesbitt Burns | *Memos from the Chairman*, Alan C. Greenberg  
56: *Joe DiMaggio and the Last Magic Number in Sports*, Kostya Kennedy |
| Stéphane Rochon  Head of Private Client Research, Equity Strategist BMO Nesbitt Burns Portfolio, Action & Research Team | *Fall of Giants: Book One of the Century Trilogy*, Ken Follett  
The Shadow of the Wind*, Carlos Ruiz Zafón |
| Denis Desmarais  Senior Vice President and Managing Director BMO Nesbitt Burns Portfolio, Action & Research Team | *Left Brain, Right Stuff: How Leaders Make Winning Decisions*, Phil Rosenzweig |
| Scott Smith  Managing Director Equity Capital Markets BMO Capital Markets | *Moneyball: The Art of Winning an Unfair Game*, Michael Lewis  
*The Education of a Value Investor: My Transformative Quest for Wealth, Wisdom, and Enlightenment*, Guy Spier  
*Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion*, Robert Cialdini |
| Todd J. Jonasz  Director of Research BMO Capital Markets | *The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money, & Power*, Daniel Yergin |
| Lori Kilburn  Vice President Portfolio Manager | *The Education of a Value Investor: My Transformative Quest for Wealth, Wisdom, and Enlightenment*, Guy Spier  
*Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion*, Robert Cialdini |
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Summer reading lists are a great place to start. Find recommendations from teachers on classics and commonly taught books that students should read. From elementary students, to high school, to college bound kids, learn what they need to be reading now. Book Suggestions for 9-12 Grade: High School Summer Reading List by Grade--Includes Free Teacher's PowerPoint Download. Reading Lists for Grades 4-8. Summer Reading Fun. JGI/Jamie Grill/ Blend Images/Getty Images. These middle-grade reading lists tend to include books for ages 8/9-12 as well as 10-14. They includeÂ Your Citation. Kennedy, Elizabeth. "Summer Reading Lists For Kids, Tweens, and Teens." ThoughtCo, Feb. 16, 2021, thoughtco.com/summer-reading-lists-for-kids-and-teens-627024. Kennedy, Elizabeth. (2021, February 16). Summer Reading Lists For Kids, Tweens, and Teens. Get your kids age 6 - 17 reading with summer reading book lists and recommendations from for kids at every grade level from elementary to middle school and high school, grades 1 to 12!!Â Get your kids ages 5 to 18, reading with book recommendations from these up-to-date summer reading lists. Theyâ€™re at every grade level from elementary to middle school to high school!!! Over the summer, choose books on the grade level they will be going into. (Unless you know that your child needs modifications up or down.)